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Proem 
I know you don’t want to listen to me 

I thought it over a lot 

I wanted to get it just right 

I had so much to say, no one to listen 

Someday, I’ll explain everything 

Meanwhile, I’m still here. Talk to me 

Those are very powerful words 

It must be a metaphor for something but I don’t know what that is 

Do you know that Joni Mitchell song, “I Wish I Had a River I Could Skate Away On”? 

Did you know Romeo and Juliet were only 14 when they found each other? 

What is this, The Young and the Stupid?  

For a minute, I thought I was in Fatal Attraction 

I’ve read Pride and Prejudice like 2000 times 

It was worse than not insightful, it wasn’t funny 

I think the essence of art is to provide a working through of a situation 

The English language is all about subliminal messages 

We don’t want to be raped by your mindless cultural imperialism 

I don’t know what that means, but it sounds beautiful 

We need Kate. We need Leo. And we need them now 

It’s a fucking Greek tragedy up in here 



Call to Action 

The time has come to do something about it 

Time to get serious 

The definite icebreaker 

I seized it  

I’ll be a friend and 

I won’t be afraid 

I should’ve done this years ago 

What we really need is change 

All my life I’ve had the feeling something terrible was about to happen 

In that moment one thing was made abundantly clear 

A night like this doesn’t come along very often 

I haven’t got time for explanations 

I need your help 

Let’s go get the shit kicked out of us by love 

Let's go 

Let’s do it 

Fuck it, you know? 

You ready to hit the ground running?  

You wanna do it? 

You wanna try it? 

You can do this 

Let’s go 



Let’s try this 

Make a change 

Make some time 

There’s no time like the present for a grand fucking gesture 

Tomorrow’s not just tomorrow, it’s the future 

What a mess 
!



Maybe She’s Born With It 

I have father and he’s perfect 

He and I feel the same about each other 

I want him to want me so much he can’t stand it 

I don’t want to settle 

I have a confession to make 

I met someone online  

I suspect he does not fantasize about me 

I like that with all the rest of me 

I don’t like this talking thing 

I will not fantasize about a particular person  

What’s the point, the guy I dreamed up doesn’t exist 

If he doesn’t exist, I’ll never die of a broken heart 

I must’ve been having a little nightmare, I’m sorry 

When I meet the right guy, I’ll know 

The truth is I have met the right person 

He’s in love with someone else 

Sorry, I was in bed with my boyfriend 

All I want to do is have sex 

Sex, sex, and more sex 

Some I did out of stupidity, some for what I thought was love 

I don’t care what he comes back as, as long as he comes  

Why should I let this one go when everything in my body is telling me to hold on? 



Now it’s the winter of my life, and I haven’t gotten anything of my own 

I’ve got no real power, no career, no friends, no sex life 

I’m feeling pretty low 

I found my happy ending, and nothing in the world can stop it 

I’m from Philadelphia, ok? 

We don’t talk about things like that in public, ok? 

We believe in God, ok?  

After that I decided no more tough guys 
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Call of Duty 

I believe in happy endings 

I don’t know if anything is wrong 

I don’t know what to say 

I feel good 

I feel so good right now 

I felt small 

I give everything to other people and I never 

I got blown off again 

I got heart coming out my ass 

I have a car 

I have a love  

I have nothing 

I have so much strength in me 

I have to get through this  

I have to show strength  

I lacked experience  

I laid down all that groundwork for nothing 

I miss my wife 

I never 

I remember my father being nice to me 

I sometimes cry a lot for no reason 

I talk last 



I was disgusted  

I’m a decent guy 

I’m a fraud 

I’m a genius 

I’m a nice person 

I’m a terrible disaster  

I’m a valuable commodity  

I’m all fucked up 

I’m also one of the most honest guys you’ll ever meet 

I’m an asshole  

I’m better 

I’m doing fine 

I’m fan-fucking-tastic 

I’m fucking sad 

I’m gonna have to give it my full attention 

I’m great. Everything’s been good. Yea 

I’m happy to entertain you 

I’m honored to be here 

I’m hoping for a late surge  

I’m intimidated 

I’m just fine 

I’m just having a little girl trouble 

I’m never gonna meet the right girl 



I’m not a stalker, man 

I’m out of practice 

I’m shy 

I’m sorry I dragged you off to this place 

I’m the rule of fucking cool 

I’m the sultan of the stick 

I’m trouble 

I’ve got a lot of problems  

I’ve got a lot of pull  

I’ve got to get out of here 

I’ve learned something  

I’ve lost everything 

I’ve nothing left 

I’ve something spectacular on the horizon 
!
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Love is for the People 

When the planes hit the twin towers, they were all messages of love 

It happened just like that, nothing anyone can do 

We’re here to ruin ourselves, to break our hearts 

It was like death, but in a good way 

Life’s not just black and white 

Your destiny can be your doom 

There’s nothing new under the sun 

You can’t keep a person hostage until they love you 

The total agony of being in love 

We squeeze the brain to make room for the heart 

Don’t let your brain interfere with your heart 

The man who rules through his heart rules the world 

But with the sweet comes the sour 

Nothing is anybody’s fault 

Things happen 

Only God can point the finger 

Life is full of interruptions and complications 

We should embrace what’s virginal in our enthusiasm 

We aren’t here to make things perfect 

Change isn’t always a risk 

Life is about detours 

Dating is all about boundaries 



There’s always going to be a period of adjustment 

Just keep an open mind because you never know 

All relationships have problems  

Maybe it's romantic because it's not 

When life reaches out to you, it’s a sin not to reach back 

It has power because you believe it does 

That’s true love 

When it comes to love, there’s no accounting for taste 

First you have to be friends, you have to like each other 

You can’t expect someone you just met to say I love you 

Everything is temporary, that doesn’t excuse nothing 

I don’t want an answer, I just want to throw this cosmic question into the void 

I was just on some wild ride where I thought that love was enough 

It's like you don’t even realize how horrible something is until it happens to you 

The moment one area of your life starts going ok, another part falls apart 

We are going to live this lie for the rest of our lives 

Backwards, forwards, sideways, you name it 

The world’ll break your heart ten ways to Sunday. I guarantee that 

I’m so seriously in love with you. Isn’t that enough?  

Did you mean that thing that you said?  

It's amazing how subjective that stuff is  



In the Moment 

This is it  

It's electric between us 

I know, I know  

It just doesn’t happen twice 

I’m really afraid there’s nobody out there for me 

But what I really don’t want to do is wonder what might’ve been 

The conventional wisdom is that there isn’t just one person for each of us  

For the first time in my life I realized that I totally and completely loved one person 

Maybe it's silly, but I know there’s somebody out there for me 

This girl loves me 

But what’s the point of continuing without a guarantee? 

Aren’t I guaranteed to like my one? 

Where’s my someone?  

You know how it is when you meet somebody for the first time?  

Are you sure he’s, like, the one?  

You think you’ve found the right man, but then there’s so much wrong with him 

The way the world is, it's so seldom you meet the one person who just gets you 

I’m still looking for something more extraordinary than that 

I don’t know, just a feeling 

My one chance at happiness 

It’s a process of elimination 

It has nothing to do with you 



You always wonder how it’s going to work out 

Everything’s gonna fit 

The fact remains that some things are strictly accidental 

I looked at her. She looked at me, and it happened 

You can’t choose who you’re gonna love 

That one person to compliment me so completely 

The incredible truth is the wilderness years are over 

I was really happy, we were gonna open a botanical shop 

!
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I Can’t Feel My Fate 

This was really great 

It was lovely to see you 

I thought it was very classy of you 

I feel like I know you already  

We should hang out 

You like me, right?  

What are you thinking?  

What is it exactly you’re so sad about? 

Why don’t you just come over?  

Why am I doing this?  

Why do I believe you?  

You want me to fake my heartbreak?  

Put it away and forget it?  

I try to hide it, but every time I see you I light up 

You tell me my lie, I tell you yours 

Lets not tell our sad stories 

Look deep into my eyes, into the bottom of my heart 

Maybe my nature does draw me to you, but I don’t have to say yes 

I know you’re thinking it's just a sex thing 

I mean, never is a long time 

But it's so much more than that 

I think we’ve both missed a great opportunity here 



But it would be wonderful, wouldn’t it?  

I’d like to get back to something more personal 

Come on, there must’ve been something you liked about me 



Aged Content 

We’re two adults 

Two people of a certain age looking to commit 

We were attracted to each other at the party 

That was obvious 

It started on Tuesday and now it's Thursday 

Don’t you remember our weekend?  

Four fabulous days and seven precious hours 

Anyways, we definitely met 

We at least shared a moment 

I just want to know where I stand 

I can’t get into a relationship without throwing my whole fucking world into upheaval 

I’d like you to come up, or not come up, depending on how you feel 

When it's over we’ll be together, we’ll be stronger 

I very confidently expect very, very good times ahead 
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Aged Consent 

Come on in, it's alright 

Perhaps you’d like to come up and have a better look 

The only thing that’s here is you 

Lets do this before I change my mind  

My heart is just beating so fast  

I’m looking at your face and it's so fucking cute 

I’m looking at your face and I wanna squeeze it  

I’m looking at your face and I wanna smash it with a sledgehammer 

I wanted to kiss you just then 

Are you saying you wanna have sex?  

Pop this in your mouth, darling 

You know I got this fantasy 

I won’t disturb you, I promise 

No funny business, just full sex 

You know I need this 

You know I like it when you get an uncontrollable urge 

Like a million kisses on your skin, or a giant tongue licking your whole body 

Very seductive, I know 



Ladies’ Night 

Let us reconsider women for a minute 

The kind of woman who could get any guy she wanted 

So fantastic just the way she is you don’t even need to fix her 

A woman who’s always in control, that way she doesn’t have to get too close  

Hopefully someday she’ll find a guy who goes right through her 

Raise a family, God forbid 

Will persist with resolution to find nice, sensible man 

Less is more, that’s my motto 

Flashy not trashy 

It's just too juicy  

The crucial thing is you must laugh 

There’s always gonna be a part of me that’s sloppy and dirty 

My happiness always came first  

I’m the oldest 26 year-old you know  

You know you’re actually a very attractive woman 

You don’t want to get hung up on one person at your age 

Playing it safe is just about the most dangerous thing a woman like you can do 

You have to protect yourself 

Boy, if a girl like you can’t hold her man, there’s no hope for the rest of us 

Except when I dress up as a frigid bitch, I try not to look so constipated 

Whoever snagged him must be some classy babe  



You Tell Me 

Are you tired of the game? 

Have you no shame?  

What is going on with you?  

What kind of girl are you?  

Why is it when I bring something up you don’t want to do it? 

You coming? 

You don’t need me 

You have no spark 

You just got to get out there 

You let whatever’s in your head come out of your mouth  

You look amazing 

You look beautiful 

You look great 

You look like a walking felony 

You look lovely 

You look skinny  

You look so beautiful 

You make me laugh  

You really ought to hurry up  

You really ought to spuzz up 

You seem to be of some substance 

You wouldn’t sleep with him 



You’re a writer, you can understand 

You’re an accomplished woman  

You’re beautiful and I 

You’re begging for it 

You’re god’s answer to Job  

You’ve got to stop confusing real life with the romantic novel 

You’re lonely and you’re sad 

You’re looking very sexy 

You’re on a bit of a sticky wicket 

You’re sexy  

You’re smart 

You’re smarter than most of the guys on my payroll 

You’re so wild and wonderful  

You’re soft and warm 

You’re the only one who can save me  

You’re the only person anyone can turn to but me  

You’re very insecure I think 

You’ll never get a boyfriend if you look like you’ve wandered out of Auschwitz 
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You’re the Man 

You are fast, fierce, charismatic  

You are the man 

You can dish it out, but you sure can’t take it 

You can sulk all weekend long 

You can’t be alone  

You give the impression of being all moral and noble and normal and helpful in the kitchen 

You got this tough guy thing going on  

You gotta be fair to her 

You have never been alone  

You have to grow up  

You have to have a little faith in people 

You haven’t only just met her 

You know I heard you were a little bit of a fuck up 

You like to be bad 

You might as well turn this thing around and head back to the house 

You must give people a chance 

You must travel quite a lot 

You never really love them because you never let them in 

You seem to go out of your way to make me feel like a complete idiot  

You were a tiger last night  

You were giving me that look and I got all wet 

You were very dutiful and polite as usual 



You’re charming  

You’re just as bad as the rest of them 

You’re a lamb, as soft as milk 

You’re a little boy  

You’re sexy 

You’re smart  

You’re supposed to be like this vicious fucking mad dog 

You’re the best at everything 

You’re very bad 

You’re wrestling with some feminine leanings 
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Meathead 

Hello, it's me  

Are you listening to me? 

Let me start you off 

Maybe it is me 

Just believe me 

Don’t numb out on me 

Stop and kiss me 

That’s so selfish of me 

Will you ever forgive me? 

Keep me warm?  

Stick a fork in me  

Tell me 

Talk to me 

Believe me, I’m tough to get along with 

He just saw me as a piece of ass 

I’m sure this is boring to you, but he really made me laugh 

The me I always wanted to be 

I don’t know, it got me 

They’re all of me 

Maybe it is me 

It should be me 

Well . . . fuck me 



See what filth and perversion have done to me?  

Don’t laugh at me 

People do not warm up to me 

Yves Saint Laurent makes me more approachable 

Just give me five minutes 

Trust me 

Don’t disappoint me  

Don’t call me 

Play fair with me 

Go ahead and hit me  

Muster the strength to fight for me 

If you can’t fuck me hit me all over again 

Give me time 

Call me flattered 

This is just not gonna work for me 

Call me if you’re ever in California 
!



I Love You This Much 

It's you 

It's love 

I love you  

Here’s to us 

This is great 

You’re beautiful 

You’re part of me  

You complete me 

I like you very much 

Just the way you are 

To me, you’re perfect 

I love you. I always will  

I love all the love in you 

I love you. I do. I said it 

It's for you, it's all for you 

You, it's always been you 

Bring your dearness near 

You’re so wild and wonderful  

Shut up. You had me at hello 

I love you, I do, I swear to god 

I love you. I love you. I love you 

The only thing that’s here is you 



Come here. I’ll show you a sign 

I’m wrong, but love me anyways 

I taste you, I think you, I touch you 

I love you, and not in a friendly way 

Thank you, thank you for saving me 

You’ve undone it. You’ve undone me 

Where I come from, kissing is very big 

I will miss you and your very bad driving 

I love you. I always I have and I always will 

You’re wonderful, and I don’t deserve you 

I love you, but not like they told you love is 

We’re gonna be ok. We’re gonna be great 

Is this crazy? No. That’s the craziest part of it 

I love you. I knew it from the minute I met you 

To recap in a slightly shorter version, I love you 

My wasted heart will love you until you look like 

Well I told you before, I think I’m in love with you 

I’m sitting around thinking about you all the time 

When it comes to me, you can have everything 

When we were together, the planets all stood still 

The thing in the street. I liked it. I liked you saying it 

It's crazy, I think about you when you’re not around 

I wanted it to be you. I wanted it to be you so badly 



I can’t stand next to you without wanting to hold you 

I love you even when you’re sick and look disgusting 

You know this is gonna change everything. Promise?  

I think about you all the time. I think you’re the one I really 

You’re not telling me anything. I’m telling you that I love you 

Everything seems like nothing to me, and I want you in my bed 

The feeling is so mutual, and you better be a really good kisser 

I knew we’d be together forever, that everything’d be wonderful 

I knew you were the one person in the world that could help me 

All this nothing has meant more to me that so many somethings 

I can’t talk to you without expressing my love for everything you are 

I feel justified lying in your arms because there’s nowhere I didn’t look 

You are the epitome of everything I’ve always looked for in a human being 

If I had the money, I’d take you sailing around the world, just the two of us 

I loved you from the minute I met you. I just got stuck trying to be romantic 

I’m the assertive man you’ve always need in your life, and you’re the hardcore bitch 

I’ve always dreamed of 

!
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Fuck You 

Sometimes I just can’t tell what’s going on in that head of yours 

I can’t believe you’re bringing it up at a time like this 

Let’s talk this over before you butcher me alive 

Would you just let me say something?  

You fuck this up and I’ll kill you 

You think we’re fighting? I think we’re finally talking 

That poor soulful look on your face doesn’t work anymore 

The spontaneity went out for me years ago 

I guess I just expect too much 

Maybe we both expect too much 

It’s so much worse than I thought 

I knew I couldn’t depend on you 

I’m never gonna be good enough for you, am I?  

It's funny, I really thought we had a chance 

I don’t ever want you to leave me again 

The last thing I ever wanted to do was hurt you 

You know, maybe we shouldn’t be seeing each other 

Why don’t we just sit down and talk all this out?  

Do you remember feeling like we tricked the world, like we defied the odds? 

You used to be about me, you couldn’t get enough of me 

Do you still love me or what? 

I feel like I can change 



I can absolutely change 

We can all fuck 

We can all have sex at the same time if you want 

I’m fucking hearing you 

I made a big mistake 

What do you want me to say?  

I’ve been found out 

I confess. I think I ruined it 

I don’t really think I handled that well 

Look, I wanted to say I’m sorry 

I’m sorry. Will you every forgive me? 

I don’t regret it, and if I did regret anything it would be this conversation with you 

If you weren’t so stupid you’d know that 

You’re a selfish bitch 

A gutless, toothless, spineless son of a bitch 

Do you remember the promise that you made?  

The sweetness of it, really the unbearable sweetness 

We had something good 

We had something real 

We had something permanent  

Tell me in the morning if we made love 



Heat 

He calms down 

He can’t be alone 

He dumped her 

He followed his pecker to greener pastures 

He has a problem with intimacy 

He has to leave her now 

He has to leave his wife  

He kisses like I don’t even know 

He lived briefly in the euphoria of her love 

He loves you 

He means well 

He might be an ass 

He needed help 

He really is very nice 

He said it was like a very violent ballet 

He seems nice enough 

He still had grease under his fingernails 

He still talks about you all the time 

He thinks there’s so much wrong with you 

He was cold 

He was screwing my wife 

He was starved 



He was trying to get them both in a three way 

He will explode 

He won’t show up 

He wrote poems about you 

He’d think I’ve totally lost control of you already 

He’ll get what he deserves 

He’s a miracle worker 

He’s a miracle, really 

He’s a planner 

He’s a trogodolyte 

He’s always a sucker for that kind of woman 

He’s always like that 

He’s an ass that’s gonna try 

He’s being spontaneous 

He’s doing something much more dangerous 

He’s forthright 

He’s given up being snooty 

He’s got a private jet 

He’s got me asking crazy 

He’s got the guts to do something in public 

He’s got the whole Dracula cowboy thing about him 

He’s had a full life 

He’s honest 



He’s incredibly gullible 

He’s intelligent  

He’s just a big knobhead with no knob 

He’s just so intense 

He’s kind of cute 

He’s not going to want a repeat of last night 

He’s pleasant looking 

He’s strong, stronger than me 

He’s taking me on a full-blown mini-holiday weekend 

He’s trustworthy   

He’s very brilliant 

He’s wonderful 

!



Self-Care Sunday 

Am I codependent? 

Am I too needy? 

What am I getting myself into?  

Why do I always pick the wrong guys?  

What wouldn’t I do for the right guy?  

You think it's easy doing what I do?  

All I needed was a great leader 

All I have to show for it is two beautiful girls and a husband I can’t stop kissing 

I always wanted to do that 

I am the intellectual equal of everyone here 

I am the queen of suburban legend 

I believe that happiness is real, even when you’re thirty-three 

I can get a little crazy, overreact to something like this  

I can hold my drink now in my thirties 

I can’t compete with that 

I can’t stop something once I start 

I decided to take control of my life  

I deserve better 

I don’t know how much more of this crap I can take 

I don’t know why I’m such a pushover 

I don’t sleep around 

I feel like I’m the luckiest girl in the world  



I feel like there’s something more out there for me 

I got ambitions 

I got dreams  

I got goals 

I got my PhD from Berkeley in Women’s Studies 

I have this dream of being whole, not lying down each night wanting 

I just got dumped  

I look fabulous 

I look like my mother when they took her off fen-phen 

I love a good challenge 

I love a pretty face  

I own him  

I refuse loneliness 

I refuse to go to movies alone, deepen my bonds with other women 

I single-handedly organized the lesbos against drunk driving march 

I think I overdressed 

I wanna go home 

I want something I want 

I want something pretty 

I was about to turn into Glen Close in that movie 

I was an experimental girl for Christ’s sake 

I was going through a hard time, and everything came to a crisis 

I wasn’t given a fucking roadmap at birth 



I wonder if I wouldn’t be a better mother than a mathematician 

I won’t allow you to just treat me like some slut 

I won’t be another 40-something divorcee 

I won’t date online and watch reality television 

I won’t let you hurt me 

I’ll stop trying to be something I’m not 

I’m 36 years old, it may be my last chance to have a child 

I’m a mature, sophisticated, professional woman 

I’m at this club where no one wants to talk to me  

I’m available for dates if he’s so inclined 

I’m beautiful  

I’m bright  

I’m enjoying a relationship with two men simultaneously 

I’m eschewing all men, cigarettes, and carbohydrates  

I’m having these feelings 

I’m honest  

I’m in complete control of him 

I’m not gonna look 

I’m not gonna say anything  

I’m not making apologies for my choices now 

I’m not your fucking whore 

I’m really blessed 

I’m so gullible  



I’m so trusting  

I’m sorry, but I just gotta try this 

I'm sorry, but these stupid holidays are making me feel more divorced 

I’m such a sucker 

I’m too strong for that  

I’ve been in a relationship with a functional adult male for six wonderful weeks 

I’ve been on the wrong horse a few times 

I’ve got no idea who I am, what I do 

I’ve never been happier in my entire life 
!



Umm, no 

Could I speak with you for a minute? 

Could we meet right now? 

You know, I’ve been thinking 

Don’t take this the wrong way, I just 

I just wanted to find you so I could tell you what I couldn’t tell you before 

I’m just gonna say it because 

I’ve actually meaning to ask you for some time, but I never knew quite how to put it 

I just have something to 

As I was saying 

The point was 

I have something really important to say 

I’ve given that a lot of thought  

And . . .  

I just wondered if 

Uh, I really feel . . .  

Uh, I mean, absolutely not 

The thing is  

Well, you know  

The truth is 

I just wanted to say 

What can I say? 

I’m sorry if I’ve been, um  



The thing is 

Ima lay it all on you right now 

What I’m trying to say very inarticulately is  

I just came back to say thank you 

Sorry 

Thank you 

There, I said it 

That was it, right there 

That was the moment 

I mean, I know it looks really bad now, but—you know 

I’m really glad I met you 

I mean, I’m really know you 

This may be a silly question in light of our recent shopping excursion 

But I just think both we missed a great opportunity here 

It's just, you know 

I know, I know 

I don’t know  

I don’t even know 

Oh, right, yea 

No, I understand that 

I understand perfectly 

I should’ve guessed it, huh? 

It's not exactly a long-term relationship 



But I just wondered if, by any chance 

If I ever do decide to . . . you know  

Because I 

Well you, well we 

We were going 

Well, yes, I was, but 

I was thinking you know 

You were right, but 

You just 

Of course 

Of course not, me neither 

My mind went somewhere else entirely 

Really? Oh, that’s terrific 

That’s really terrific 

I was worried we might  

Well, gosh, yea 

Yea, yea, yea, yea, yea 

I-I, I’m wonderful

I mean really, great 

Excellent, excellent, fantastic 

I’ll call you when I’m finished 

In which case bye and thank you sorry 
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